All-State Choir & Band Members Selected

The best student musicians in the state will perform together in January, and include students from every University School division. Florida Music Educators Association does not bestow first place or champion titles, but the lengthy selection process ensures that a highly select group of students receive the honor to work with nationally known clinicians and guest conductors.

All-State Elementary Chorus:
Sebastian Rabassa

All-State Choir (Middle School):
Carlo Feliciani, Michelle Langone, Liat Shuffita, Alexandra Van Hasselt, Ryan DelGaudio and Elliot Mahon

All-State Concert Band:
Victoria Roberts
Brandon Vilarello

All-State Choir (Upper School):
Alexander Bahta, Marc Geller, Kali Rosendo, Ryan Juda, Jennifer Stein, Ethan Abramson, and Zachary Laurence